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Abstract. One of the interesting features of Ultraluminous X-ray sources is that many of them are
surrounded by luminous nebulae exhibiting diverse observational properties. In different cases the
nebulae are photoionized or shock-powered. Generally, thetwo energy sources appear to coexist.
ULX bubble nebulae may be considered a new class of shock-powered nebulae similar to upscaled
versions of stellar wind bubbles. Their expansion rates support constant energy influx rather than
single powerful events like Hypernova explosions.
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INTRODUCTION

We know of Ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) since the late1980s. Fabbiano [1]
proposed that some of them could be young SNRs or recent SNe mentioning that
other objects require a different explanation. In many cases spectral, spatial and timing
properties argue against the SNR explanation, as in the caseof NGC 6946 X-1 [2].

The object in NGC 6946 [3] was not among the first ULXs discovered but probably
the first to be identified in the optical range [4]. For severalyears the object was
considered an exceptionally luminous SNR. The second one wasHoIX X-1 identified
with a complex nebula MH9/10/11 [5]. Today, both remain unique: MF16 as the most
compact ULX nebula (ULXN) and MH9/10/11 due to abnormal physical properties and
line ratios in the second part of the nebula (MH11, see below).

Direct optical identifications of ULXs are rare and challenge the observational facil-
ities of the largest telescopes. In several cases optical orUV point sources have been
detected but probably only in one case [6] has a deep UV spectrum appropriate to deter-
mine the spectral class been obtained. The object (NGC 5204 X-1) was classified as an
early-B supergiant with some peculiarities (see also discussion in [7]).

Optical nebulae are much easier to observe and may provide important information
about the central source, acting as calorimeters for the radiation and the mechanical
energy source (single explosion or wind/jet activity) connected with the ULX. For
distances larger than∼ 10−20 Mpc the nebulae become difficult to study as well but
the stellar population of the host cluster or star-forming region is usually appropriate for
spectroscopy. For distant ULXs it is only possible to study the host stellar population.

ULX NEBULAE

Most of the achievements in studying both ULXs and their optical counterparts were
made in the last decade. First in Pakull and Mirioni [8] it wasrealised that quite a



number of sources may be identified with bubble nebulae. Other ULXs are connected
with photoionized nebulae that are usually fainter in Balmerlines but require similar
power∼ 1039 erg s−1. In general both shock waves and photoionization by the central
source contribute.

It was realised that an enhanced He IIλ4686 line is common for many ULXNe [9, 10]
including even ULX bubbles [11, 12]. The He II emission is often proposed to be a wind
or atmospheric emission of the central object. Pakull et al.[12] probably detected radial
velocity variations for the emission line in the optical spectrum of NGC 1313 X-2. This
result may appear to be the first detection of orbital motion for a ULX. Usually (see [11]
and [7]) the He IIλ4686 emission is narrow (FWHM . 200 km s−1) but is emitted in
the vicinity of the X-ray source; therefore the best explanation is a compact HeIII-region.

Several recent works on ULXNe such as Ramsey et al. [13] cover several objects (up
to 8). The number of more-or-less studied ULXNe is slightly higher than this because
clear examples are rare. Some ultraluminous X-ray sources definitely lack a conventional
ULXN either because of the different nature of the source or due to environmental
reasons (such as rarefied ISM or a crowded star-forming region).

HOST CLUSTERS

In many cases sources are found in young stellar clusters [13–15] implying that we
are dealing with young objects of stellar nature, probably with high-mass X-ray binaries
(HMXB). The youngest ages detected are about 4 Myr [13, 15] butit is difficult to judge
about the higher age limit due to detectability problems. ULX nebulae residing in large
star-forming regions are more difficult to detect. In our work on NGC 7331 X-1 [15]
that is coincident with a massive young star cluster and HII-region we analyze the low
excitation forbidden line excess observed in the spectrum.It may be partially ascribed
to the existing interstellar shocks produced by stellar winds and supernova remnants
but additional power is required several times higher than the contribution from the
several SNRs and wind bubbles predicted by stellar population synthesis. The excess
luminosities of the forbidden lines (both of high and low excitation) are quite ordinary
for ULX nebulae.

Another example of this kind is the star clustern5194−839 from the catalog of Larsen
[16] that coincides within several parsecs with the X-ray source M51 X-7. The cluster
was detected by Terashima et al. [17] but not identified with the Larsen object. According
to Larsen [16], the cluster is about∼ 12 Myr old. Optical spectrophotometry [11] reveals
a rather complicated stellar population spectrum with someexcess in nebular lines.

KINEMATICS

The kinematics of ULXNe are known much worse than their line ratios and physical con-
ditions (that may usually be traced using diagnostic lines). However it is a potentially
important source of information not affected (as line ratios are) by chemical composi-
tion. Most expansion velocity estimates were made by order of magnitude. Pakull and
Mirioni [8] estimate the expansion rate of the bubble of NGC 1313 X-2 as∼ 80 km s−1



having long-slit low-dispersion spectra. Dunne et al. [18]obtained echelle spectra of
MF16 and detected high-velocity wings at about 200 km s−1. In the recent work by Ram-
sey et al. [13] echelle spectroscopy of MH9 is reported. Lines are found to be broadened
by ∼ 100 km s−1. The importance of kinematical studies of ULXNe is in distinguish-
ing the two energy sources (shock waves and photoionization) that appear to be acting
simultaneously in most of the nebulae.

The best way to study more or less quiet kinematics of ULX bubbles is by using
the scanning Fabry-Pérot Interferometer (FPI) technique.Its advantage against long-
slit and echelle spectroscopy is the absence of slit losses and additional information
about the three-dimensional properties of the objects. In [19] we analyse our FPI data
on MH9/10/11 (associated with HoIX X-1) with∼ 30 km s−1 spectral resolution in two
forbidden emission lines, [O III]λ5007 and [S II]λ6717. We show that the expansion
of the nebula is anisotropic (velocities spanning the range30−70 km s−1) and probably
affected by density gradients in the ISM. We also confirm the existence of the second
“bubble” in the [O III] line (reported by [20]) coincident with the faint nebula MH11.
MH11 differs kinematically from MH9/10: the velocity dispersion is. 10 km s−1, and
the line-of-sight velocity changes by less than 20 km s−1 within the nebula. Line ratios
differ very much, too: the luminosity of MH11 in [O III]λ5007 is about ten times
higher than in Hβ . We show that the observed properties of MH11 may be explained by
photoionization acting in a rarefied medium with hydrogen densitynH ∼ 0.2−0.3 cm−3.

While we prepared the paper on MH9/10/11 an article by [21] appeared where quite
a distant ULX was studied with a scanning FPI. Hence we were not the first to apply
this technique to ULXNe. However the authors only detected two velocity components
shifted by∼ 60 km s−1 with respect to each other. The question is open whether they
detected an expanding shell or two overlapping HII-regionswith different line-of-sight
velocities.

THE NATURE OF ULX BUBBLE NEBULAE

In Figure 1 we show several ULX bubble nebulae with measured expansion velocities.
IC10 X-1 was added though it is not a bona fide ULX but a more or less proven Wolf-
Rayet HMXB with about-Eddington X-ray luminosity [22]. However the similarity
between the bubble in IC10 and ULX bubbles was noted by Bauer andBrandt [22]
and appears to hold when kinematical data are considered. Little velocity scatter and
dependence on the size indicate that constant energy influx is a more likely solution for
ULX bubbles. The solution shown in Figure 1 by dotted lines istaken from [23] and is
valid for adiabatic-stage and pressure-driven bubbles:

R= 110n−1/5
0 L1/5

39 t3/5
6 pc (1)

V = 64n−1/5
0 L1/5

39 t−2/5
6 km s−1 (2)

Here,n0 is the hydrogen density of the unshocked material.L39 andt6 are the kinematical
luminosity in 1039 erg s−1 and the bubble age in millions of years. The dependence
betweenV andR is rather shallow in that case,V ∝ R−2/3 and may be compared to the
solutions for SNRs:V ∝ R−3/2 for the Sedov solution andV ∝ R−5/2 for the radiative



FIGURE 1. Radii and expansion velocities of ULX shells. Three dotted lines correspond to pressure-
driven bubble solutions forL = 1039 erg s−1 and ISM densitiesn= 1, 10 and 100 cm−3. Dashed steep line
corresponds to a radiative supernova solution withE = 1052 erg. Two HNR candidates in M101 are shown
by circles.

stage [24]. In the figure we show also the pressure-driven snow-plough solution for a
radiative SNR for comparison.

Two well-known hypernova remnant (HNR) candidates in M101, NGC 5471B [25]
and MF83 [26], fall exactly in the same region of the diagram.Due to that reason they are
probable candidates for ULXNe without the ULX phenomenon. In this scope it is also
reasonable to consider the bubble in IC10 not a remnant of a powerful explosion [27]
but rather a relic ULX bubble. The consistency between the observed properties of shell-
like ULXNe may be considered the strongest evidence for the nature of the enigmatic
sources. HMXB evolutionary scenarios predict that the ultimate stage of evolution of
an HMXB similar to SS433 is a Wolf-Rayet + Black Hole binary similar to IC10 X-1
[28]. The characteristic evolutionary time is of the order of 1 Myr consistent with the
observed kinematical ages of the oldest ULX bubbles.



Supercritical accretor models for ULXs [29–31] favour mildgeometrical collimation
of the emergent X-ray radiation. Due to that reason the number of ULXNe is expected
to be higher than the number of ULXs – off-axis ULXNe are expected to exist. I would
suggest to search for off-axis ULXNe among the brightest SNRshaving Hα luminosity
& 1037−38 erg s−1.

CONCLUSIONS

Most of the results on ULX nebulae and host clusters are related to a limited number of
spectacular sources like HoIX X-1, HoII X-1 and NGC 6946 X-1.Deeper studies of the
well-known ULXNe reveal similarities among these objects that appeared very diverse
at first. For example, photoionized regions of high excitation were discovered near the
“classical” bubble ULXN around HoIX X-1 and appear to be created by the same source.

It seems that ULX bubbles are indeed bubbles blown by wind or jets rather than rem-
nants of powerful exposions. In addition to the high mechanical luminosity photoioniz-
ing X-ray/EUV radiation of the central source is responsible for some observed features
of ULXNe.
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